
  

 

Click Through Rate Optimization is all about getting more 

money per visitor. If you’re making $1000 a month and have 

1000 visitors, you can grow your profit one of two ways.  

First, you can get more visitors. An extra 100 visitors will 

likely increase your profits to $1100, all else being the same. 

Second, you can increase your click through rate. You don’t 

need more visitors for this – you just need to write more 

convincing articles so you make more money per visitor. If you 

increase your click through rate from 10% to 20%, you’ll 

likely increase your profit without gaining any more visitors! 

 

Hi! I’m Chris and I run the Niche Safari website and YouTube 

channel. It’s where I share my own blogging journey with you. 

It’s great to have you along for the ride! 

This CTR report is my July 2020 report. The report will be 

updated regularly as I do more split tests. You can always get 

the newest version via the exclusive email subscriber page on 

nichesafari.com 

If you’d like me to do a specific split test, feel free to make a 

request via: chris@nichesafari.com 

mailto:chris@nichesafari.com


  

 

 

To improve your click through rate, you need to conduct 

what we call split tests.  

To do this, you create two pages that are identical in all 

ways except one. For example, one page may have red 

buttons and the other has green buttons. 

Then, you send 50% of your visitors to one page and 50% 

to the other. And you test how many people click the button 

on each page! 

Here, note that click through rate is measured by amount of 

people who click through to your Affiliate’s sales page, not 

how many people actually make a purchase. So, what I’m 

testing is “Click Through Rate” not “Conversion Rate”. 

Often I’ll get rates in the 40% range in my click through 

tests, but only about 13% of those people will actually go 

on to make a purchase. 

So – don’t mix this up. 40% of people who visit my page 

don’t make a purchase. The real figure is probably closer to 

5 - 10% of visitors. 

 

You can improve click through rate by making small changes to 

your existing pages. Things you can change include: 

• The colour of your affiliate buttons. 

• The text in your affiliate buttons. 

• The structure of your comparison tables. 

• Adding new comparison tables. 

• Etc. 

 

• Changing headings and sub-headings. 

• Writing shorter, clearer paragraphs. 

• Etc. 



  

 

 

CTR is niche and even site-specific. Results vary for everyone 

on every page and every site. 

For example, the color of your buttons may be influenced by 

the color scheme of your site. As a general rule, you want the 

color of your buttons to jump out and be different to the rest 

of the colors on your site.  

How do you know which color is the best button color for 

your site? The only way to know is to do your own split tests. 

Did I mention I have an Affiliate Link?       

 

 

 

I am currently using Split Hero. Their software is so easy and 

so much fun to use. 

All you need to do is make a duplicate page for the page 

you want to test and make a slight adjustment to see if you 

can get better conversions. 

Then, tell Split Hero the URLs of the two pages. Split Hero 

will go to work sending 50% of your visitors to the 

‘duplicate page’ for you. 

Next, Split Hero will provide a little bit of code you can 

place into all affiliate links so it can track them. It’s easy. 

Then, Split Hero will tell you the percentage of people who 

click your affiliate links on each page. 

Split Hero have a 14-day free trial. If you decide to do this, 

I’d very much appreciate if you use my affiliate link: 

Click Here to Try Split Hero for Free Using my Affiliate Link. 

https://splithero.com/?via=chris-drew
https://splithero.com/?via=chris-drew
https://splithero.com/?via=chris-drew


 

 

 

  
 

 

Sorry, but no. They’re not. 

To get statistically accurate tests, you’ll need results in the tens 

of thousands. My results are much, much lower than that. 

But take a look at these results and judge for yourself. Despite 

them not being statistically accurate, they do often seem quite 

convincing from a ‘common sense’ eyeball of the results. 

Now let’s get on with the testing! 



 

  

For this test, I created buttons that read “Check Today’s Price on 

Amazon” and “Check it Out”. You can see them here: 

The test ran for 7 days. Over this period, 770 visitors came to 

this page. 

On every day, “Check Today’s Price on Amazon” won the test. 

You can see on this graph, the top line shows “Check Today’s 

Price on Amazon” and the bottom line shows “Check it Out”. 

And here are the raw results. 

• “Check Today’s Price on Amazon”:  36.46% Conversion Rate 

• “Check it Out Today”:    10.10% Conversion Rate 



  

I used to put jump links in my comparison tables that read: (Go 

to Review). 

I replaced those jump links in the comparison table with links 

straight to Amazon that read: “Check Today’s Price on Amazon”. 

Of course, it’s likely I would have gotten more clicks over to 

Amazon – but by how much? 

The test ran for 7 days. Over this period, 172 visitors came to 

this page. 

By placing one affiliate link per product in my comparison 

tables, I increased my click through rate by 11.38%: 

• Affiliate Links in Tables – 25.84% CTR 

• Jump Links in Tables – 14.46% CTR 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This test examined whether I should use green or orange 

buttons under my Amazon product images: 

The test ran for 7 days. Over this period, 463 visitors came to 

this page. 

The orange button color won the test by a wide margin on 

nearly every day of the test. Here’s the final score: 

• Orange Buttons – 40.00% CTR 

• Green Buttons – 13.31% CTR 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This test examined whether I should use buttons or text links 

under my Amazon product images: 

The test ran for 7 days. Over this period, 191 visitors came to 

this page. 

The button won the test by a wide margin: 

• Button under image – 25.00% CTR 

• Text under image – 7.69% CTR 

 



  

 

 

I’m going to keep these tests running and do a lot more. 

The longer the test runs, the better the results will be. But 

for now, it’s looking like there are already some pretty wide 

margins in several of those tests. 

I’m going to take the following actions: 

• I’m sticking with buttons as my CTAs 

• All my buttons will be Orange for now. 

• I’m going to put affiliate links in all my comparison 

tables. 

• I’ll keep the button text “Check Today’s Price (on 

Amazon)” 

I was also very surprised at just how much tiny tweaks can 

change your fortunes. So I’m going to keep doing CTR tests 

to fine tune my websites and get them humming along 

making me as much money as possible. 

Don’t forget, if you want to have a go yourself on your 

website, you can get a 14 day free trial with Spit Hero. I’d 

appreciate if you used my affiliate link: 

https://splithero.com/?via=chris-drew  

Until the next report, 

Chris. 

https://splithero.com/?via=chris-drew

